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Background: Acceleration and deceleration capacity (AC and DC) are novel indices of heart rate dynamics. They are computed by phase-rectified 
signal averaging (PRSA) with two scaling parameters, T for defining anchor points and s for quantifying PRSA waveform. Although decreased 
DC(T,s|1,2 [beat]) is a powerful mortality predictor after acute myocardial infarction (AMI), the predictive power of PRSA for longer time scales is 
unknown.
Methods: We studied 24-hr ECGs in 708 post-AMI patients; 47 of them died during median follow-up for 25 months. Sinus-rhythm R-R intervals 
were analyzed by PRSA with T from 1 to 500 sec. For each T value, AC and DC for s from 1 to 500 sec and acceleration and deceleration response 
times (ART and DRT) estimated by s vales yielding minimum AC and maximum DC, respectively, were assessed.
Results: Cox regression analysis revealed sharp peaks of predictive power at AC(2,7 [sec]) and DC(2,7 [sec]) (likelihood ratio test, r2 = 30.6 and 
31.6), but there was greater peaks at around AC(20,60) and DC(30,60) (r2 = 36.9 and 39.3). ART and DRT showed stronger predictive power that 
peaked at T = 210 sec (r2 = 53.7 and 55.3); they were not correlated with conventional heart rate variability measures and their predictive powers 
were independent from those of AC(1,2 [beat]) and DC(1,2 [beat]) (P <0.0001 for both).
Conclusions: PRSA detects not only short- but also long-time-scale heart rate dynamics associated with post-AMI mortality risk.
